Accomplishment of Core Theme Objectives & Mission Fulfillment
UVU’s Core Themes represent essence of the institution’s mission. Each Core Theme has
specific objectives with indicators supported by measures that are periodically reviewed to
determine how well the objectives are being accomplished. Indicators and measures provide
evidence upon which levels of accomplishment judgments are made for each of the objectives
leading to assessment of accomplishment of the Core Themes and ultimately a determination
of mission fulfillment.
The NWCCU Standard Five states: "Based on its definition of mission fulfillment and informed
by the results of its analysis of accomplishment of its core theme objectives, the institution
develops and publishes evidence-based evaluations regarding the extent to which it is fulfilling
its mission”.
UVU determines mission fulfillment “based on a holistic consideration of factors” from which “a
conclusion will be reached on whether UVU is achieving a minimum threshold of overall
performance in fulfilling its mission. This judgment is largely based on how well UVU
accomplishes its Core Theme objectives. President’s Cabinet, in collaboration with the
University Planning Advisory Committee (UPAC) and Trustees, will conduct this assessment”
(UVU’s Year One Report to NWCCU).
The rubric below is used to evaluate the Core Theme objectives. In addition to Core Themes,
UVU has developed Administrative Imperatives. Similar judgments are made for those
objectives using the same rubric.
Rubric for Judgments on Objectives for Core Themes and Administrative Imperatives
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